Abstract: Using the methods of the Quantum Spectral Curve originating from integrability of N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills theory we analytically continue the scaling dimensions of twist-2 operators and reproduce the so-called pomeron eigenvalue of the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) equation. Furthermore, we recovered the Faddeev-Korchemsky Baxter equation for Lipatov's spin chain and also found its generalization for the next-to-leading order in the BFKL scaling. Our results provide a non-trivial test of the recently proposed Quantum Spectral Curve describing the exact spectrum in planar N = 4 SYM at infinitely many loops for a highly nontrivial non-BPS quantity and also opens a way for a systematic expansion in the BFKL regime.
Introduction
Exact spectrum of anomalous dimensions in the planar N = 4 SYM theory is described by the recently proposed in [1, 2] quantum spectral curve (QSC) equations, following a long and successful study of this problem during the last decade [3] . The paper [2] generalizes [1] to an arbitrary operator/state of the theory and reveals its general mathematical structure in terms of the analytic Q-system. The QSC approach has already a history of a few non-trivial tests and applications. In the weak coupling limit, the one-loop dimensions for twist-L operators of the type Tr(Z∇ S Z L−1 ) of sl 2 sector were reproduced [1] and then the method was applied for calculating the dimension of Konishi operator at 9 loops [4] . For the small S expansion of anomalous dimension of twist-2 operator γ = f 1 (λ)S + f 2 (λ)S 2 + O(S 3 ), the slope function f 1 [5] , exact at any 't Hooft coupling λ, was reproduced from QSC and the "curvature" function f 2 was then found in [6] . The results for the cusp anomalous dimension at small angle of the cusp, known from localization [7] and TBA [6, 8, 9] , we reproduced in an elementary way from QSC in [1] . The QSC method was recently generalized to the case of ABJM theory [10] which allowed the efficient calculation of the ABJM slope function and helped to identify the mysterious interpolating function fixing the dependence of dispersion relation on the 't Hooft coupling λ [11] 1 and given the last missing element in the solution of the spectral problem for this model.
Here we demonstrate another application of the QSC to an important problem -the calculation of conformal dimensions ∆ of the twist-2 operators of a type Tr(Z∇ S + Z) belonging to sl 2 sector in the BFKL limit, corresponding to a double scaling regime of small 't Hooft constant g ≡ √ λ/(4π) → 0 and the Lorentz spin S approaching to −1, whereas the ratio Λ ≡ g 2 S+1 is kept fixed. We will reproduce the famous formula for this dimension, obtained in [13] [14] [15] from the direct re-summation of Feynman graphs:
where
Γ(x) . Remarkably, this result is also known to be valid for the pure Yang-Mills theory in the planar limit since only the gluons appear inside the Feynman diagrams of N = 4 SYM at LO! This formula was a result of a long and remarkable history of applications of the BFKL method to the study of Regge limit of high energy scattering amplitudes and correlators in QCD [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and in the N = 4 SYM theory [15, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Recently, certain scattering amplitudes describing the adjoint sector (single reggeized gluon) were computed by means of all loop integrability in the BFKL limit [25] in the integrable polygonal Wilson loop formalism [26] .
To recover the formula (1.1) from our QSC approach, we will have to compute certain quantities not only in the LO, but also the next-to-leading order (NLO). In particular, we extract from the analytic Q-system describing QSC the Baxter-Faddeev-Korchemsky equation for the pomeron wave function [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] in the LO and generalize it to the NLO. Some other ingredients of the QSC, entering the underlying so called Pµ and Qω equations, will be determined up to the LO or even NLO. These calculations lay out a good basis for the construction of a systematic BFKL expansion of this anomalous dimension in planar N = 4 SYM, now known only up to NLO correction to (1.1) from the direct computation of [15] .
Our method, designed here for the case of pomeron singularity (a bound state of two reggeized gluons) should be applicable to the study of a BFKL a bound state of L reggeized gluons as well.
Let us stress that the main result of this paper -the correct reproduction of this formula from the QSC -is a very non-trivial test of the QSC as well as of the whole integrability approach to planar AdS/CFT spectrum. It sums up an infinite number of the so-called wrapping corrections [33, 34] providing a test for infinitely many loops for a highly nontrivial non-BPS quantity.
Motivation from Weak Coupling
To get an idea of the QSC it is instructive to start from the example of non-compact, sl 2 Heisenberg spin chain with negative values of spins −s (usually denoted as XXX −s ), where s is not necessarily half-integer. In particular the Heisenberg spin chain with s = 1/2 describes the twist-2 operators at weak coupling at one loop. Furthermore, we will see that it is also responsible for the BFKL regime of these operators. Let us consider the case with two particles (two nodes of the spin chain) for simplicity. For this integrable model the problem of finding its spectrum reduces to the Baxter equation
where T (u) is some 2 nd order polynomial which encodes the total spin S of the state via T (u) = −2u 2 + S 2 − S + 4sS + 2s 2 for zero momentum states. For the case of the one-loop spectrum of the twist-2 operators S corresponds to the operator with S covariant derivatives. This equation in many respects is similar to the usual Schrödinger equation, where Q(u) plays the role of a wave function and T (u) is an external potential. When S is integer one can find a polynomial solution of (2.1) of degree S, which we denote as Q 1 (u). The energy of the state is then given by
For s = 1/2 this polynomial can be found explicitly (see, for example, [35] ) and it gives for the energy
An important point is that since (2.1) is a second degree finite difference equation there must be another solution to it. It is easy to show, by plugging u α into the equation and taking u → ∞, that the second linearly independent solution, denoted as Q 2 (u) has the asymptotics u 1−4s−S . It is clear from here that for s > 0 we cannot have both solutions to be polynomials. Unavoidably, Q 2 (u) should have infinitely many zeros and poles. To see the positions of these poles we build the Wronskian Q 12 (u) out of these two solutions
As a consequence of (2.1) it satisfies
(u+is) 2 which can be solved to give
from where we see explicitly that Q 12 has second order poles at u = i(n − s + 1 2 ), n ∈ Z ≥0 and is analytic in the upper half plain. We also see that Q 2 should have double poles at u = −i(n − s + 1).
The normalization in (2.2) is chosen so that for s = 1/2 it gives precisely one-loop dimensions of twist two operators with S covariant derivatives and two scalars. To pass to the BFKL regime and take the limit S → −1 we have to analytically continue away from even integer S. The analytic continuation of the energy itself ∆(S) is naturally given by the following rewriting of (2.2)
In this form the sum is meaningful for non-integer S and we also clearly see a pole in this energy at w = S + 1 → 0:
which reproduces the BFKL prediction (1.1) at one loop (which can be found from (1.1) by inverting the series for the expansion ∆ → 1). However, at the level of Q-functions it is not immediately clear how to make the analytic continuation. Indeed, Q 1 as a solution with u S asymptotics could no longer be polynomial and must also have poles. Requiring the power-like asymptotics the best it is possible to archive is to cancel the second order pole and build a unique, up to a constant multiplier, Q 1 so that it has only simple poles. The singularities of the both "big" solution Q 1 and "small" solution Q 2 are located at u = −in − i/2 for all positive integers n as we discussed before. These poles result in infinities in the expression for the energy (2.2). The way to avoid such infinities is to form a regular combination, still solving the Baxter equation,
where all poles are canceled, having however an exponential asymptotics. One can show that there is a unique, up to an overall normalization, combination of this form which is regular everywhere in the whole complex plain [36, 37] . It automatically gives the correct analytic continuation for the dimension (2.6). In other words, one should find a regular solution of (2.1) with the large positive u asymptotics u S + const e 2πu u −1−S and plug it into (2.2) to get the correct analytic continuation to non-integer S. We will see how a similar prescription allows to define the QSC for non-physical operators for any S.
Quantum Spectral Curve -Generalities
The QSC gives a generalization of the above construction to all loops. When we go away from weak coupling regime we start exploring all other degrees of freedom of the dual super-string in 10D. Thus the full symmetry group PSU(2, 2|4) emerges which simply means that we should consider generalized Baxter equations with 2 + 2 + 4 = 8 Q-functions with one index, which we denote as P a , a = 1, . . . , 4 (S 5 part) and Q i , i = 1, . . . , 4 (AdS 5 part). Out of them, we can form Wronskians like in (2.4) -which give another 8 * 7/2 = 28 Q-functions with two indices, then we can iterate the process several times. In total we get 2 8 various Q-functions. Another effect which happens at finite coupling is that the poles of Q-functions in the lower-half plane, described above, resolve into cuts [−2g, 2g] (where g = √ λ/4π). Finally, we have to introduce new objects -the monodromies µ ab and ω ij corresponding to the analytic continuation of the functions P a and Q j under these cuts. They will be given by equations (3.4) and (3.11).
Below we describe in more detail this construction following [2] . We also derive some new relation important for the BFKL applications.
Algebraic properties: The AdS/CFT Q-system is formed by 2 8 Q-functions which we denote as Q A|J (u) where A, J ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4} are two ordered subsets of indices. They satisfy the QQ-relations 2 , generalizing (2.4)
and reshuffling a pair of individual indices (small letters a, b, i, j) we can express all Q-functions through 8 basic ones. In addition we also impose the constraints 3 Q ∅|∅ = Q 1234|1234 = 1, the first one being a normalization and the second can be interpreted as a consequence of unimodularity of the symmetry group [38] . The Hodge dual of this Q-system, built out of the Q-functions defined through the old ones as Q A|J ≡ (−1) |A| |J| QĀ |J satisfies the same QQ-relations. Here the bar over a subset means the subset complementary w.r.t. the full set {1, 2, 3, 4} and |X| denotes the number of indexes in X. We use special notations for 16 most important Q-functions mentioned before:
where a, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. One can think of P a (and P a ) as of quantum conterparts of the classical quasimomenta describing the S 5 part of the string motion, whereas Q i (and Q i ) correspond to the AdS 5 part. A nice feature of the Q-system is that any Q-function can be expressed in terms of P a and P a or, alternatively, in terms of Q i and Q i . Furthermore, the discontinuity relations for P's decouple from the rest of the system Figure 1 . Cut structure of P and µ, Q and ω and their analytic continuationsP andμ,Q andω [1, 2] and form a closed system of equations, called Pµ-system, which carries complete information about the spectrum of the whole AdS 5 × S 5 worldsheet sigma model. Alternatively, one can decouple Q i and Q i from the rest of the system getting a description more natural for the AdS type of excitations, called Qω-system. In different situations one or another description could be more convenient, or even a completely new set of basic Q-functions could be chosen to form a close set equations. At the same time one can always pass from one description to another.
From P a to Q i . Here we present our new result which allows for the direct transition among these two equivalent systems. We show in the appendix A that, as a consequence of the QQ-relations, P's and Q's are related through the following 4th order finite-difference equation
The four solutions of this equation give four functions Q j . This relation will be useful for us since, whether as Pµ-system is simpler at weak coupling, Qω-system a priori is more suitable for the sl 2 sector to which the twist-2 operators belong.
4
Analytic properties: The Q-system is a generic grassmannian algebraic construction, based entirely on the symmetry group. To apply it to our particular model we have to complete it by analyticity properties. An important analytic feature of the AdS/CFT Q-functions is that they are multi-valued functions of u, with infinitely many Riemann sheets connected by cuts, parallel to R, with fixed quadratic branch-points at u ∈ ±2g + iZ or u ∈ ±2g + i(Z + 1 2 ). According to the arguments of [2] there are no other singularities on the whole Riemann surface of any Q-function. The basic 16 Q-functions Q and P have particularly nice properties: P a and P a have only one "short" cut u ∈ [−2g, 2g] on their main, defining sheet of its Riemann surface, whether Q j and Q j have only one "long" cut u ∈ (−∞, −2g] ∪ [2g, ∞) on their main sheet. The rest of the Q-functions can be expressed in terms of either 8 P's or 8 Q's using QQ-relations. Depending on this choice we have two equivalent system of equations described below.
Pµ-system. As we explained above, we can focus on a much smaller closed subsystem constituted of 8 functions P a and P a , having only one short cut on the real axis on their defining sheet. To close the system we have to describe their analytic continuation under this cut, to the next sheet, as shown in Fig.1 . Denoting this continuation byP we simply have [2] 
where µ ab (u) is an antisymmetric matrix with unit Pfaffian, having infinitely many branch points at u ∈ ±2g + iZ and µ ab = − 1 2 ǫ abcd µ cd is its inverse. To distinguish between short cut/long cut version of the same function we add hat/check over the symbol. Then forμ ab we have the i-periodicity conditioň
This means that all cuts are exact copies of each other with the distance i between them. The analytic continuation under these cuts is again very simple and is given by [2] µ ab − µ ab = P aPb − P bPa . (3.6)
Note that if we decide to considerμ ab instead of the periodicμ ab , we can combine the two above relations into a linear finite difference equation forμ ab
To see this we can take u to be slightly below the real axis, thenμ ab (u + i) =μ ab (u), as shown in Fig.1 . Finally P's satisfy the orthogonality relations P a P a = 0 and at large u they should behave as
We note, that the coefficients A a and A a could be also determined solely in terms of the the global symmetry Cartan charges (S 1 , S 2 , ∆|J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ) of the state, including the energy ∆. We will briefly discuss this below.
Qω-system. It may seem that the description in terms of Pµ-system breaks the symmetry between AdS 5 and S 5 parts of the string background. It is possible however to pass to an alternative, equivalent description where the roles of these parts are interchanged. We will see that we also have to interchange short and long cuts. To construct this alternative system we can use (3.2) which, for a given P a , gives us 4 linear independent solutions Q i (similarly we construct Q i ). Knowing P a and Q i we construct Q a|i using (A.1) which allows us to define ω ij
One can show that Q a defined in this way will have one long cut. Alsoω ij , with short cuts, happens to be periodicω
, similarly to its counterpart with long cutsμ ab ! Finally, their discontinuities are given byω
Similarly to (3.8), we have the large u asymptotics
We note that since P's and Q's are not independent due to (3.2) there is a nontrivial compatibility condition for their asymptotics (3.8) and (3.12), which, in particular, fixes [2]
Now we will apply these general formulas, true for any local operator, to our current problem -the BFKL limit of twist-2 operators.
Quantum Spectral Curve for Twist-2 Operators
For the twist-2 operators in question, the charges are fixed to J 2 = J 3 = S 2 = 0 and J 1 = 2, and we will use the notation S 1 ≡ S ≡ −1 + w. These operators belong to the so called left-right symmetric sector for which we have the following reduction [2] :
and χ is the antisymmetric constant 4 × 4 matrix with the only nonzero entries χ 23 = χ 41 = −χ 14 = −χ 32 = 1. From (4.1), (3.7) and (3.10-3.11) we see that µ 23 = µ 14 , ω 23 = ω 14 , i.e. we have only 5 linearly independent components in each of these antisymmetric matrices in addition to the non-linear condition of unit Pfaffian. The asymptotics (3.8) and (3.12) simplify to
and (3.13) reduces to
Note that one can always make a suitable rescaling to set A 1 = A 2 = 1, then A 3 and A 4 are fixed uniquely by (4.4) . This is the normalization we use below in this paper.
Prescription for analytic continuation in S. Before finding solution for QSC with the above asymptotics, we should precise the prescription for analytic continuation in S at the level of QSC. In the section 2 we explained how the continuation works at weak coupling, in one-loop approximation. We have to translate this prescription into the QSC language. The role of the Q-function (2.1) in the QSC construction is played by µ 12 [1] . To make a direct link with the prescription (2.8) we consider the 1 st order equation (3.7) for 5 independent components of µ ab . For fixed P a it has 5 independent solutions whose asymptotic follow from the asymptotic of P's (4.2). One finds that for µ 12 one could have one of the following 5 asymptotics (u
, where we ordered the possible asymptotics according to their magnitude in the BFKL regime, i.e. when S → −1 and 0 < ∆ < 1 (see Fig.2 ). Note that for the usual perturbative regime considered in the introduction we have ∆ ∼ S + 2 and thus we can recognize in the first two solutions Q 2 and Q 1 , correspondingly! This motivates the prediction which was put forward and tested by [6] , stating that in order to analytically continue the QSC to non-physical domain of non-integer S one should relax the power-like behavior of µ ab (required for all physical states) allowing for the following leading and subleading terms in the asymptotics:
This is the generalization of (2.8) to a finite coupling. In [6] it was proven that with this prescription there is a unique solution for any coupling, at least in the vicinity of S = 0 up to the order S 2 inclusively. We also know that at weak coupling there exists the unique solution for these asymptotics. We consider this to be a strong indication towards uniqueness of such solution to arbitrary number of loops, which would be however very interesting to prove rigorously. As we will also see below, such a solution is also unique in the BFKL regime. As this asymptotic is also consistent with the asymptotics for the physical states it should thus provide an analytic continuation of the physical solutions to an arbitrary non-integer S.
Leading Order solution for Pµ-system
The logic of this section is the following: we begin by arguing a certain scaling in the small parameter w ≡ S + 1 for various quantities and then write an ansatz for P a and µ ab . First, we assume that P a ∼ w 0 , in accordance with its large u asymptotics (4.4). Second, we keep in mind that the BFKL regime is still a regime of weak coupling, even though it re-sums all singularities of ∆ of the type (g 2 /w) n . This means that all cuts are collapsed to a point and, in a generic situation, all functions should be regular on the entire complex plain. However, there could be some special cases where this rule is violated. Namely, consider a function f (u) = is the Zhukovsky variable. In the BFKL regime g → 0
This shows that in principle even in the limit when the cut totally disappears some functions still can develop a singularity by the cost of being very large (but regular) on the next sheet. Note, that this exception is clearly not applicable to µ sinceμ is the same as shifted µ(u + i), so that both µ andμ should be of the same order and thus are regular at the leading order in w. Nevertheless, P 1 (u) must be exactly a function of this type. Indeed, at large u it behaves as 1/u 2 and has no other singularities except for the cut. From that we conclude that we must have a double pole at zero or even a stronger singularity. The residue at the double pole is uniquely fixed at this order by (4.2), i.e. P 1 (u) = 1/u 2 whereas we will see that the stronger singularities could indeed appear at the next order in w. This 1/u 2 singularity at zero implies that at the next sheet the function scales with our expansion parameter asP ∼ 1/w 2 , which is only possible if at least some components of µ ab scale as µ ab ∼ 1/w 2 , as we can see from (3.4). Consequently, 1/w 2 will propagate via (3.4) into all components of P a . To summarize, we have to find a solution with the following scaling in w:
This scaling will lead us to an ansatz which we then plug into the Pµ-system to fix the remaining freedom. We start from the P-functions which have the simplest analytic structure: only one short cut on the main sheet, and integer powers in asymptotics. We can thus uniformize them by Zhukovsky map u = g(x + 1/x), with the inverse x(u) introduced above, such thatx = 1/x, and expand P a into the Laurent series around x = 0 [4]
It is guaranteed to converge for |x| > |1/x(2g + i)| which allows to cover the whole upper sheet and even a finite part of the next sheet and leads to the corresponding ansatz forP a :
To reduce the number of coefficients we note that for our observable there must be a parity symmetry u → −u (or equivalently x → −x). Of course all Pµ−system equations are invariant w.r.t. this transformation, which means that this symmetry in general maps one solution to another. As we know that our state with these quantum numbers is unique we conclude of course that the parity transformation should map our solution to an equivalent solution. Using the arguments similar to [2] in Sec.4.4.2 it is posible to show that we can fix the remaining freedom in the construction and choose solution where P a are mapped to themselves. From the asymptotics we see that P 1 is even, whereas P 2 is odd etc. To summarize, we impose
Similarly µ's should be covariant under the parity transformation. As the parity transformation is sensitive to the choice of cuts we should also takeμ ab with short cuts to be covariant under the parity transformation which implies thatμ 12 is even, however as a consequence of thisμ 12 This conditions allows us to drop each other coefficient in our ansatz c 2,2n = c 1,2n−1 = c 4,2n = c 3,2n−1 ≡ 0 at any n. It also follows from (4.2) that the coefficients c 2,−1 = c 1,0 ≡ 0. After that we still have one-parametric scalar freedom in our construction [6] : Λw . Let us now restrict the possible scaling of the coefficients c a,n in the BFKL limit. In this limit g 2 ∼ w → 0 the Zhukovsky cut shrinks into a point and the x(u) becomes
To satisfy the scalingP a ∼ 1/w 2 ∼ 1/g 4 the coefficients c a,n should become smaller and smaller with n and in general they scale as c a,n ∼ g n−4 . We thus denote
where c (k) m,n are already ∼ 1. To the leading order in w we thus simply get 
4,1 . Now when P's are essentially fixed, we can use the 5 th order equation (3.7) to find µ. Note that P 1 and P 2 are singular whereasP a should be regular at u = 0. This is only possible if µ ab are regular and have a sufficient amount of zeros at u = 0. This observation singles out one solution out of 5 possible ones, with µ 12 ∼ u −S−1 for which all components of µ ab have a polynomial asymptotic for large u: (µ 12 , µ 13 , µ 14 , µ 24 , µ 34 
. To find this solution we plug a polynomial ansatz into (3.7), to find 21) and in addition (3.7) also to fix c
. Thus we fix µ ab up to a common multiplier P. As we deal with a finite difference equation this multiplier could be only an i-periodic function, which has to be chosen in accordance with the prescription (4.6) and which respects the parity (4.12). The most general choice is P = C 1 + C 2 cosh 2 (πu) (4.22) for some constants C 1 and C 2 . Thus we have only two constants to fix and still several nontrivial conditions to satisfy, namely (3.6) and (3.4). From (3.4) we find
To fix C 1 and C 2 we note that from the ansatz forP 1 (4.10) we should havẽ
which is also clear from our basic discussion (4.7). Comparing with (4.23) we fix
We found a consistent solution with no free parameters left. We also might expect that we could get a relation between the energy ∆ and the coupling Λ, which are so far completely independent. However, it is not the case at this order. The reason for this is that we are not able to use efficiently the remaining condition Pfµ ab = 1 because the l.h.s. is of order 1/ω 4 and with our precision we cannot distinguish the 1 in the r.h.s. from any other finite number. We would have to continue the procedure to the next 4 orders in ω until we get this condition to work. As we will see, a much more efficient way to overcome this difficulty is to pass to Qω-system.
Next-to-Leading-Order solution
We can also extend the consideration of the previous section to the next order in ω. Using the ansatz (4.9) and (4.15) we get, up to w 1 terms
4 w. 
3,1 . To fix it we have to proceed further to find µ in the NLO. At this order the solution cannot be just a polynomial as the asymptotic u −w of µ 12 suggests and the ansatz is more complicated. We discuss details of this calculation in Appendix B where we find that the missing constant is
We will use this result to finding the NLO for Q-functions and also the LO result for the BFKL dimension.
Passing to Qω-system
An important step in our calculation is to switch now to the Qω-system. It is especially easy having at hand the eq.(3.2). We simply plug the already known P's (4.16) into (3.2) an get a 4-th order linear finite difference equation on Q j with explicit polynomial coefficients. As a good sign that we are on the right track, the finite difference operator of this 4-th order equation can be nicely factorized as follows:
where D = e i∂u is the shift operator. This implies that two out of four Q-functions satisfy the 2-nd order equation
Even before solving this equation, it is easy to check that there are two independent solutions with the large u asymptotics u , which indictes, together with (4.3), that they can be identified as Q 1 and Q 3 .
Notice that (4.29) after redefinition Q = Qj u 2 is precisely the famous sl(2, C) Baxter equation defining, through Sklyanins separation of variables method, the Pomeron LO BFKL wave function [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ! It can be solved, taking into account the asymptotics and the UHP analyticity, in terms of a hypergeometric function
where Q 1 is a solution chosen to be analytic in the upper half plane, and it can be read off from the papers [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . At the same time, it serves as a building block for the second solution Q 3 , which has a smaller (for ∆ > 0) asymptotic. To build Q 3 we use that Q 1 (−u) is also an independent solution of the same Baxter equation, which, however, has poles in the upper half plane. We cancel these poles by adding Q 1 (u) we a suitable periodic coefficient, and finally extract const × Q 1 (u) to ensure the right large u asymptotics. The choice appears to be unique. Although for the rest of the paper we will not need to determine the other two Q-functions,Q 2 , Q 4 we give here for completeness the inhomogeneous equation following from (4.28) expressing them through
(4.31) The Q 2 , Q 4 may become useful for the calculation of dimension in NLO and NNLO of the BFKL approximation.
NLO Baxter equation.
Similarly we can use our knowlege of the NLO P ′ s (4.26) to construct the NLO Baxter equation which takes into account the O(w) terms in (3.2). For that we have to plug there P a given by (4.26), (4.27) . Again, this 4-th order finite difference equation appears to be factorizable and as a result we get the following 2-nd order equation for Q 1 and Q 3 , generalizing (4.29):
(4.32)
Its solution can be found using Mellin transformation method of [28] and is given in Appendix C. For our present goal -the calculation of BFKL dimension, we only need a simple fact about the NLO Q. Namely, we want to know its behavior around u = 0. This information is easier to extract directly from the Baxter equation (4.32) by shifting u → u + i. Recalling that Q j must be regular in the upper-half-plane we obtain from the second term
which gives the relation between the behaviour at the origin of the leading in w order Q (0) j and the subleading order Q
(1)
The strategy is now to compute this ratio independently, using the Qω-system. Matching these two results we will recover the BFKL Pomeron eigenvalue.
Going to the next sheet
So far we mostly recycled the information from Pµ-system into Q's. To get something new we have to work a bit harder and reconstruct ω's. This will allow us to compute, for example,Q 3 (0) from which we will instantly determine the pole in the ratio (4.34). Let us remind the relation between µ ab and ω ij . They are related to each other by a Q-function with 2 + 2 indices
where Q ab|ij can be decomposed in terms of P a and Q i and as a result should be ∼ w 0 . This implies that at least one of the components of ω ij should scale as 1/w 2 . As we know, at the leading order in w, up to a periodic function, µ 12 ∼ u −S−1 and we can precisely identify it with ω 24 which should be ∼ 1/w 2 whereas other components should be smaller. We will see that the consistent scaling is ω 12 ∼ ω 14 ∼ ω 34 ∼ w 0 and ω 24 ∼ w −2 and ω 13 ∼ w 2 . The reason why ω 13 appear to be w 2 is due to the fact that this component multiplies ω 24 in the Pfaffian which is set to 1.
With this insight coming from µ's we can see that only two terms survive in the relation forQ 1 andQ 3 since the term with ω 13 are too small
Note that since these components are suppressed compare to ω 24 no explicit information about their form can be extracted from Pµ-system at the given order in w. At the same time we can say that ω 24 = B sinh 2 (πu) just because the Q-function in (4.35) has a power-like asymptotics and all the exponents can only originate from the factor ω 24 . Another thing to notice, is that Q 1 , Q 3 decouple from the rest of the Qω-system. This explains in particular the mysterious factorization of the 4th order equation (4.28) . We will now fix ω's appearing in (4.36) using some elementary properties of Q 1 and Q 3 found explicitly in (4.30) . We already pointed out that Q 1 (−u) and Q 3 (−u) would also be solutions of the same finite-difference equation and thus they can be re-expanded in terms of the basis Q 1 (u), Q 3 (u). Right from (4.30) we have
37) 38) this equation in many respects is similar to the equation we want to recover, (4.36). Indeed, bothQ(u) and Q(−u) are analytic below the real axis, and the coefficients in the r.h.s. are periodic functions of u as ω's should be. We have to find a relation betweenQ(u) and Q(−u) which we may already expect to be simple. Combining (4.37) and (4.36) we can writẽ
A priori a ij are some periodic functions of u. Let us show that they must be constants. Firstly, they should have no poles. That is because bothQ(u) and Q(−u) could not have any poles below the real axis, from the explicit form of Q 1 and Q 3 we can verify they do not vanish at u = −in and cannot cancel the poles themselves, furthermore the cancelation of the poles between the two terms in the r.h.s. is impossible as Q 3 decays faster and soon becomes negligible comparing to the term with Q 1 when we go down in the complex plane. Secondly, a's cannot grow exponentially at infinity as Q(−u)'s andQ(u)'s behave power-like in the lower-half plane. Therefore, according to the Liouville theorem these coefficients are constants. Thus our problem of finding ω's is already simplified enormously and reduced to the problem of finding a few constants. Next, we have to remember thatQ i is an analytic continuation of Q i and so they should match at u = 0Q
which fixes a 13 = 0 and a 33 = 1. Now we can combine this information with (4.37) to see what it implies for ω's. We notice that in (4.36) there are only 3 different coefficients, which gives a nontrivial constraint on a's
On the first sight, it seems to be impossible to satisfy with constant a 11 and a 31 for any u. Luckily, it is solved at once for a 11 = −1 and a 31 = −2 tan π∆ 2 ! From where we obtain in particular
One can also read ω's from this expression, which is done in Appendix D.
LO BFKL dimension
We are just one step away from the main result -BFKL dimension. For that we notice that the knowledge of, say, Q 3 andQ 3 in the u ∼ 1 scaling gives an access to the leading singularity in Q 3 at u = 0 to all orders in w. Indeed, the combination Q 3 −Q 3 changes the sign when we go under the Zhukovsky cut and thus is proportional to u 2 − 4g 2 . In other words
does not have the cut [−2g, 2g] anymore and thus it is regular in g ≪ u ∼ 1 scaling. Same is true about the even combination Q 3 +Q 3 . Thus we can rewrite
note that we know explicitly the expression in the square brackets at the leading order in w from (4.43) and (4.30) . Its small u expansion gives
From that we can immediately find that the pole in u at the first order in w should be This is precisely the formula (1.1) for the eigenvalue of the QCD BFKL kernel, or, equivalently for the dimension of twist-2 operator in BFKL approximation at the leading Regge singularity!
Discussion
In this paper we managed to reproduce the dimension of twist-2 operator of N = 4 SYM theory in the 't Hooft limit in the leading order (LO) of the BFKL regime directly from exact equations for the spectrum of local operators called the quantum spectral curve -QSC. This result is a very non-trivial confirmation of the general validity of this QCS approach and of the whole program of integrability of the spectral problem in AdS/CFT -S-matrix and asymptotic Bedthe ansatz, TBA, Y-system, FiNLIE equations, etc. In particular, this is one of a very few examples of all-loop calculations, with all wrapping corrections included, where the integrability result can be checked by direct Feynman graph summation of the original BFKL approach. An obvious step to do in this direction is to compute the NLO correction to the twist-2 dimension from QSC and compare to the direct BFKL computation of [15] . Many of the elements of the NLO construction, such as the NLO Baxter equation for Qfunctions, are present already in this paper, but the most difficult ingredient -the formula of the type (??) for the leading singularity, has yet to be derived. Of course, the ultimate goal of the BFKL approximation to QSC would be to find an algorithmic way of generation of any BFKL correction (NNLO, NNNLO, etc) on Mathematica program, similarly to the one for the weak coupling expansion via QSC, proposed by [4] . It would be also very interesting to build numerically from the QSC the twist-2 dimension as a continuous function of spin S ∈ R qualitatively described in [39] . We also hope that our approach will allow to understand deeper the similarities and differences of N=4 SYM and the pure Yang-Mills theory (multicolor QCD) starting from the BFKL approximation, regarding the well known fact that, at least in the 't Hooft limit, N=4 SYM Feynman graphs capture an important part of all QCD graphs and in the LO BFKL the results simply coincide. We also hope that the methods of QSC presented here will be inspiring for construction of the systematic strong coupling expansion in N=4 SYM. A deeper insight into the structure of QSC will be needed to approach the whole circle of these complex problems.
A Derivation of the 4-th order equation (3.2) for Q
Following the discussion in [2] we begin by picking a few QQ-relations out of many possible:
The first one follows directly from (3.1c) with A = I = ∅. The second one is also an algebraic consequence of general QQ-relations (3.1a), (3.1b) and (3.1c) . It is shown in [2] (see eqs(4.5)-(4.7) therein) that all Q-functions can be obtained in a simple way through 3 ones -P a , Q j and Q a|j . Thus, expressing P a ≡ Qā |1234 , whereā = {1234}\a is a subset complimentary to a, through these 3 types of Q-functions we can prove the second of eqs.(A.1).
We see that the function Q a|j is designed to "rotate" P into Q. The strategy is to exclude Q a|j and related P and Q directly. Shifting the argument u in the second of these two equations by ±i, ±2i and then using there the first equation to bring all shifted arguments in Q a|j to the the same one we obtain a linear system of 4 equations
from which we can express Q a|j in terms of P a , P a and Q j . Now, taking the second of two equations (A.1) in the shifted form Q [5] j ≡ −P a [5] Q [4] a|j and using there again the first equation to bring all shifted arguments in Q a|j to the the same one, we get, together with (A.2), a system of 5 linear equations on only 4 functions Q a|j (the second index is fixed in all equations). From their compatibility we obtain the closed 4-th order linear equation (3.2) with coefficients expressed only through P a , P a .
B Computation of P j in the NLO
The asymptotics of µ's in this order contains a logarithmic correction. For example, from (4.6) it follows that, up to the exponential factor, µ 12 ∼ u −S−1 ∼ 1 − w log u. This shows that µ ab can no longer be a polynomial times exponentials. Nevertheless, we show here that the non-polynomial part can be identified easily and we will have to find a few coefficients in the polynomial part as we did for the leading order.
As we discuss in the main text, in the expression (4.35), relating µ ab to ω ij only the term with ω 24 (or equivalently ω 13 ) survives since the other terms are suppressed by w 2 . Therefore we can write (3.9) as µ ab ≃ 2Q could contain in the upper half plane a sum of poles of the second order and of the first order at all u = in, n ∈ Z with equal residues (because ω 13 is periodic). To preserve the analyticity in the upper half plane we should cancel these poles by the poles is an even function, which also fixes the pole structure in the lower half plane. In addition outside the brackets. We notice that R ab can only be a polynomial of the same order as P ab . Thus again we have a small number of constant coefficients in our ansatz to fix. To complete the calculation we have to find the constant B. We note that B can be extracted from the singularity of ω 13 which can be computed independently from are regular around u = 0. We shell use that 
